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Next newsletter will be early August—get your Articles in by end of July.
Presidents Report
Whilst this newsletter is been produced I am up in Sunny Rockhampton. There are a lot of activities happening around the
club, and as the weather warms up over the coming months I hope to see you at working bees and getting out to the various
rallies and such.
Next month we have our AGM, and we have a number of vacancies to fill on the committee, been Vice President, Secretary
and 2 committee. There is also a requirement for a new editor and I am hoping one of our local members can take on a small
challenge. At the AGM we have need to have some serious discussion in relation to what are some of the future plans and
activities for our group.
Please make an effort to be there and if you would like to contribute to our club please consider one of the vacant committee
positions.

Club Assets. Perry Locomotive.
In recent years, activity of this loco has been restricted to only being operational once a year and with no passengers or "cab
riders" permitted due to onerous OH&S regulations. Notwithstanding, the usual boiler inspections still apply at an ever increasing cost to the club.
The Club was also visited some time ago by a State Government official who informed the Club that unless we comply with
the Tourist and Heritage Rail Structure which is akin to mainline (VLine) operations, then we run the risk
of increased liability exposure. The requirements to conform are extensive and include for example, that all drivers maintain a
full driver medical to mainline standard and that an exhaustive safety management system protocol be introduced.
The September Committee meeting deemed that in light of the current situation that it may be appropriate and in the clubs
interest to consider divesting itself of this asset and to seek members thoughts and input as to this proposition.
Thoughts are that it could be swapped for a more suitable piece of vintage machinery with a kindred club or, subject to a review of protocol, sold to an individual or organisation. This matter was raised at the General meeting in August and subsequently considered by the committee at its meeting held in September.
Consideration was also raised that another organisation may be able to run the loco on a much more regular basis and help to
ensure its ongoing state and preservation going forward.
It is proposed that a vote be held about this matter. The opportunities exist to retain this asset or to divest and to equip the club
with more appropriate assets or funds into the future.
It is now in your hands to consider.
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Compound Clean up- Action Required!
The Club is in a current state of renewal and growth and as part of this undertaking, the grounds and amenities are being
cleaned and refreshed. In recent times this has seen the improvements of the toilet facilities and general works within our
grounds.
A major clean up of the compound is ongoing. To this extent, a team is about to sort and identify club assets in the compound
that will either be kept or disposed of. We have already identified a large amount of scrap metal and rubbish to be removed
off site.
If you have personal property in the compound you need to contact the President immediately and identify assets. This will
ensure that they are recognised as having an owner and are not destined for the scrap heap. You will also have to nominate a
removal date!
We need to uphold our leasing obligations and keep the site as pristine as possible. In recent times the amount of material within the compound would test the resolve of an inspector!

Get Well
A number of members are suffering from various illnesses and best wishes go out to them. Dot Bradshaw is recovering well
from her ankle surgery. Mary Thomas is also recovered well from sinus works, Gary Gladigau continues with his recovery,
Hopefully Rod has got rid of his lurgy that went to Wedderburn. Others who I have missed please have a speedy recovery.

Northerly and Rally Activities
As mentioned over the coming months there are a number of activities in the northern area of the club base. The key events are
the Kilmore Show, Australia Day in Broadford and the Seymour expo next February. Dates for these are in the calendar.
If you haven’t been involved in these events in the past, please bring up something for the display and join with other members
to put on a great show. These events are both good fundraisers, good ways of showing our club to the public and most importantly—a great way to touch base with other club members. We are a very widespread club and often members don’t know
each other—please use these opportunities to get to know each other.
Contact point for the Kilmore Show is Bob Hemphill, Aust Day Ron Bradshaw or Gary Gladigau, Seymour Expo Rod Roberts
or Gary Gladigau. Space at Kilmore and the Seymour Expo is limited, so please give the contact points a call asap.
Other events in the Northern area—but further afield, include Wedderburn, Muckleford and Dunolly rallies, and swaps like the
Bendigo, Lancefield and Wandin Swap meetings. Any events that need to be in the calendar, please let the editor know.

Kilmore Show
I know it is early—well only a few weeks really—Barry usually brings a small BBQ to Kilmore and I plan to do the same this
year and feed the masses that come along to display their gear. The first Saturday in December.

Wedderburn—The Barry Story
The first weekend in September is always noted as the Wedderburn weekend and goes in the Thomas calendar very early in the
year, I suspect that may be the same for the Hemphill's. I headed up on Friday afternoon and around late in the afternoon, been
the last of the Gisborne group to arrive. We had Thomas’s, Hemphill’s and Roberts and between us we had a variety of engines on display, covering shearing stands, grister and water pumps, with the Lister, International and Ronaldson brands all
covered.
Saturday was a day of magneto works with one coming of the Baltic Simplex (R&T N type) and after a bit of a clean and a new
condenser a great big spark was showing, the engine was off and running. I don’t think there were any other engine troubles
for the weekend, and the newly restored M type got a pulley stuck on it to run the grister all day Sunday.
Friday and Saturday evening were spent at the Hemphill campsite discussing all sorts of world issues, and a couple or ports.
Sunday saw us packing up and back on the road mid afternoon.
The Wedderburn club opened their shearing shed over the weekend, and a few sheep got to be visited by the blades, and I think
a few ended been our tucker on Saturday night. As usual the hospitality was great with all exhibitors well looked after. We
also checked out some of the equipment that is within the shed near us, which included an international baler with wire tie
knotters, which I hadn’t seen before, now I understand the cockies friend comments better.
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There was a good display of engines, covering a good variety of small and reasonably large. There was a number of other
clubs with displays including from Ballarat, Yarra Valley, Bendigo, Mt Alexander. The Bendigo miniature Engineering
group had a fantastic display of miniature steam , hit air and internal combustion engines. All running at some stage over the
weekend.
There was a number of tractor and cars—and like the engines in all states of restored condition.

Part of the Gisborne display Rob Thomas’s M type, Bob Hemphill’s Lister shearing plant, and Hayden Hemphill’s Lister D
driving a small water pump, and the corner of Rods Lister A’s transport.

Another part of our display—Barry Thomas’s M type driving a Sunfeed Grister.
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Mals’ Story—part 2

Remember last issue ..... Globe Motor & Taxi Co., re a MURDER ? Ok, as said previously the Billhead itself was what
started this story, it lead to a gruesome story of murder. Globe Motor Co. seems to have only owned one Taxi and it bore
Victorian Registration No. 11003 - something that ended up as vital evidence in the murder itself. In researching this matter
I found an actual photo amongst the Australian War Memorial archives but as they wanted something like $30 : 00 for a
copy ........; I declined. So let’s accept the vehicle was almost identical to that in the Billhead - which indeed it was; onwards
then to the story.
What is known is that the Taxi was hired by “someone” in March 1916 and the telephone operator at GLOBE MOTORS
specifically stated the make UNIC and registration No. 11003 when the caller [ possibly also the actual murderer ? ] when
he rang to order same. Onwards then to when William HAINES - the unfortunate taxi driver - was sent out to Bulleen Road
Templestowe, to collect his client. The rest of the story is somewhat speculative as I have not taken the time to continue
seeking details, but William Haines was murdered in that very taxi and quite honestly that is where it ends for me !
I was intrigued by the photograph at the Australian War Memorial, I was doubly interested after reading the number plate
and knowing I had the Billhead from Globe Motor & Taxi Company. Perhaps it may not particularly interest others but too
me the Billhead had a story which I was determined to not let it go. Undoubtedly more information can be found in newspapers of the day but as said ........, my time to chase this and other matters up is limited ! What I do say though is that there
are stories “everywhere” that relate to our hobby [ in this instance I repeat........ it is the Billhead ]. Seek what you can and
let all of us know as no doubt any editor, current or in the future will be seeking information that helps fill an edition.
Mal. Grant

WEDDERBURN 2013
(The female view)
Come the first weekend in September and the usual suspects made the trek to Wedderburn. The Hemphill's (Snr. & Jnr.)
had their camps well set up, engines unloaded and Gisborne signs out by the time we arrived mid Fri afternoon. We had
barely pulled up when the Hemphill men appeared and had our trailer unloaded. Rod Roberts arrived and unloaded at the
same time. We were then made welcome at the Hemphill fire while we waited for Barry to arrive. He arrived rather earlier
than normal so once again there was a group effort to unload.
The Senior Thomas's decided that the motel was a good option and for the first time didn’t camp at the grounds. This was a
strange experience and did mean we missed out on the usual chat around the fire.
Saturday was rather blustery but there appeared to be a good number of onlookers. On my visits to the site there seemed to
be a number of engines going but work progressing on others. The men seemed to be enjoying themselves and catching up
with other engine enthusiasts. This appears to be a big part of these rallies.
Sunday was quieter as usual but the engines, except one, were going. Early afternoon a number of people started packing
up. When the time came the Hemphill's again helped everyone pack up and we left them to pack up by themselves as they
were staying another night.
Wedderburn rally is always enjoyable as a rally but I think we should also recognise the effort made by the Hemphill clan to
help with loading and unloading engines and making all welcome at their camp fire which has become a focal point for lots
of people during the rally.
Mary T
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"Around The Grounds"
Whispers are that a very diligent and hard working member (who provides us with all sorts of mechanical and excavation
equipment) is about to kindly provide a "Bobcat" on site for Club use.
Be afraid if you have personal property stored on club grounds without approval in the compound.
Have heard that the ruthless clean up committee are on the warpath. The Club grounds are not an overflow for personal
engine, machinery or tractor collections. Please make sure you contact the club immediately, lest your "treasures" be
identified as scrap and removed forthwith. We need to make sure that we keep it clean to appease our Car club neighbours and Council. We are under the "spotlight". This is especially relevant considering our leasing arrangements going
forward!
The trees are budding and the birds are singing and the grass is growing!!! The grass at the grounds does not just need to
be cut just before Rally time! It would be great if we can keep it manicured all year round. Don`t leave it the hands of a
few.
Its time for Mac and Bob to have a breather from their tractors and slashers!
If you have spare time, come down with whatever you are equipped with and push back the huge growth we are experiencing. This will make the park an attractive proposition to our walking local visitors and not create a snake pit... It will
also mitigate our fire risk and prove that under our leasing arrangements, we are taking care of our surrounds.
The hills are alive with the sounds of music! No. But the Grounds are alive with snakes!!!
In the last two weeks, three very large brown snakes were spotted near the windmill on one occasion and near our burn
off heap. Must be quite a family. This is in addition to the large Black snake which resides under the "Perry" locomotive.
Please take care and caution when moving around the club grounds and also in the sheds! Watch before you slide under
the loco to do work!!! He is very long and big with lovely big eyes!
President Noel and Secretary Wife Robyn have been sun tanning themselves with family after a long drive to Rockhampton. That`s sure to put some mileage under the wheels of that hot silver ute! The return trip was even longer, stopping all
stations including near Brisbane and the outskirts of Sydney.
A number of members were noted at Gisborne station watching the two "R" Class locos heading up to Bendigo a week or
two ago. A bonus was that the train paused at the Station for 30 mins to allow regular "VLine" services to pass. Once it
got underway, some proceeded to follow it by car for additional photographic opportunities. Lots of cinders and happy
snaps. Oh the smell of a live steam engine!
On a cold and wet September day, new member Anthony was spotted on club grounds with a shovel in hand. When asked
if he was looking for snakes, he said that he was looking for blocked drains and clearing them out. He cleared many that
day.
What dedication on a cold and wet day to be performing such duties for the club unprompted.
He also organised the burning off of debris from the forest in the train park area raked up by Tim. Some 10 years of
ground and leaf litter went up on a lovely September day. it was allowed to die down and then a wire mesh fence was
erected for overnight protection. Anthony patrolled it diligently that late afternoon. and returned the next morning to
check its status.
A number of homes bordering our grounds have been sold recently. Perhaps we should welcome our new neighbours and
inform them of our activities before they call the CFA when we "fire up" the Perry next time???
New picnic tables have been delivered ready for installation. Concrete pads will be boxed on a Saturday in November and
then poured. Persons with expertise in screening off concrete and boxing thereof need apply in the first instance immediately!
Drew has taken onboard a club engine in a repair and restoration detail. Good luck with the project!!! With your care,
precision and workmanship, the club will be richly rewarded with the result. Thanks Drew!
Chris again spotted with industrial sized tanks of weedkiller on the Perry track. Well done Sir!
Trevor and Roger have been restoring the roof on a shed in the compound. Let there be light!
A number of clear sheets were replaced. Another great project completed. What's next???
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Bill is on the lookout for a new project for his posse of lads! Machinery Museum done last year so what's next?
The crew can help on the another big Club project, rectifying drainage in front of the engine shed. Recent heavy rain has seen
the area inundated with water, which made it difficult to move engines out of the shed on Rally weekend.
Roger and Lindsay have been sighted pacing out the drainage and working on rectification plans.
Another project on the boards as announced by the President is the levelling of and subsequent re- flooring of the train park
shed and clearing it of its excess material . The Club will get an additional amount of undercover space for exhibitors on
rally day.
Never one to rest, Rob Barry was spotted in very fading light before a Committee meeting trying to get the portable welder
going. Two hours on and no result. Spotted again the next day after a round trip home to Melton trying to get it going. Its all
in the magneto timing! He will not let it get the better of him.
Two vintage trains heading up past Gisborne late October. One a steam train and the other a vintage diesel electric rail motor.
Both occur within two days of each other. Any thoughts of a group joining the trip(s) or another convivial morning on the
platform at Gisborne?
That's all, Over and Out!!! (Local Reporter number 45)

2014 CAMP QUALITY TRACTOR SHOW & TREK
BRING FORTH YOUR TRACTOR—FOR THE GREAT TRACTOR DISPLAY at BENDIGO
31st May and 1st June 2014 plus the GREAT TRACTOR TREK which happens on 31st May.
I am sure everyone will recall 2013 and the CAMP QUALITY - DRAGONS ABREAST event at Bendigo Showgrounds.
Yes everyone remembers the painstaking work put in by
organizers - including Central Victoria Restoration Group when, despite the weather turning foul a large number of our heritage vehicles attended the run and display.
In 2014 the same group is arranging another SHOWING at the Show Grounds ...... all in aid of Camp Quality and Dragons
Abreast. More information will be forthcoming in our next issue: at this time all that is asked is for publicity - emphasising
the importance of FARMALL tractors.
It’s back to BENDIGO in June: Not only FARMALL; tractors of all make and description are welcome [ registered or
those on C. P. S. ] More information will be available from Neil Athorn as time evolves. Keep reading your local Club
Newsletters. Time has not permitted a complete research project to be carried out but it is a little over 100 years since the
first tractors had to be
registered in Victoria. Admittedly these “tractors” were in fact steam driven traction engines it is
never - the - less one hundred and one years since these vehicles had to be registered.
Results may just be found in
time for the TRACTOR SHOW in June 2014; but that is not
all, indeed not.
BENDIGO’S GREAT TRACTOR TREK begins at the Showgrounds - into “wild woods;” undulating
countryside and hidden tracks which normally are unknown
to the majority.
To describe the route would almost be classified as “giving
away historic and amazing secrets” so it has been asked to go
rather quietly on the subject of the areas to be traversed and to
rather emphasis the point that ALL TRACTOR TREKKERS
are most welcome, plus LUNCH will be provided at our
“Camp Kitchen ?”
Early enquiries: Neil Athorn

Editor’s Note:
This is my last newsletter and I thank you all for you support and articles. I hope that some one local to Gisborne takes on
this role to help circulate important news about what is happening at the club, and also what is happening in the surrounding
areas as the club covers a vast expanse. Thanks Barry.
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2013 Annual General Meeting Nomination and Proxy Form.
Please be advised that the Annual General meeting of the Gisborne Vintage Machinery Society will be
held on the 25th October 2013 at 8PM in the old Gisborne Council building in Gisborne. The forms
below are for nomination of committee members.
The Gisborne Vintage Machinery Society Inc.
Annual General Meeting Nomination Form
I ___________________________________________ being an eligible member of the
Gisborne Vintage Machinery Society Inc. hereby nominate
_____________________________________________ for the position of
_____________________________________________
Signature

Date

Seconded

Signature

Date

Signature of the nominee accepting nomination _______________________________
This form is to reach the secretary by 5.00pm 18/10/2009
The Secretary
Gisborne Vintage Machinery Society Inc.
PO Box 99
Gisborne 3437

Gisborne Vintage Machinery Society Inc.
Form of Appointment of Proxy
I, ______________________________ of ____________________________________
Being an eligible member of the Gisborne Vintage Machinery Society Inc. appoint
_________________________________ of ___________________________________
Also being an eligible member of the Gisborne Vintage Machinery Society as my proxy to vote on my
behalf at the Annual General Meeting of the Society to be held on Friday 25/10/2013 and at any adjournment of the 2013 AGM.
This form must be in the possession of the society secretary prior to the commencement of the AGM.

Calendar of Events
2013
.
October 6
October 5
October 5
October 12/13

Streatham and District Historical Society - Historical Event
Central Goldfields Annual Rally - Old Racecourse Dunolly
Sunraysia Tractor Pull
Melbourne Meccano Club Exhibition Brighton Philatelic Society Hall
Cnr Gardenvale & Magnolia Rds Gardenvale

October 13
October 20
October 25

Alexandra Heritage Festival—at Tramway
Lancefield Show
Annual General Meeting—Gisborne Council Building

November 2
Lake Goldsmith Rally
November 3
Wandin Swap Meet.
November 10
Lancefield-Romsey Swap Meet
November 16/17 Bendigo Swap Meet
December 7
December 8

Kilmore Show
Moora Vintage Harvest Festival

2014
February 14 16 Seymour Expo.
June





General meetings - always 8 PM last Friday of the month,
Committee meeting—last Fridays at 7 PM last Friday of the month
Working Bee Days - first Sunday of the month

Next Newsletter will be written mid September—so if you have something for it please get it to
me—even in written form.
Good source of dates—www.tomm.com.au—The Old machinery Magazine website.
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